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Abstract— Pedestrian detection in the wild remains a challenging problem especially when the scene contains significant
occlusion and/or low resolution of the pedestrians to be detected.
Existing methods are unable to adapt to these difficult cases
while maintaining acceptable performance. In this paper we
propose a novel feature learning model, referred to as CircleNet,
to achieve feature adaptation by mimicking the process humans
looking at low resolution and occluded objects: focusing on
it again, at a finer scale, if the object can not be identified
clearly for the first time. CircleNet is implemented as a set of
feature pyramids and uses weight sharing path augmentation
for better feature fusion. It targets at reciprocating feature
adaptation and iterative object detection using multiple topdown and bottom-up pathways. To take full advantage of the
feature adaptation capability in CircleNet, we design an instance
decomposition training strategy to focus on detecting pedestrian
instances of various resolutions and different occlusion levels in
each cycle. Specifically, CircleNet implements feature ensemble
with the idea of hard negative boosting in an end-to-end manner.
Experiments on two pedestrian detection datasets, Caltech and
CityPersons, show that CircleNet improves the performance of
occluded and low-resolution pedestrians with significant margins
while maintaining good performance on normal instances.
Index Terms— CircleNet, feature learning, pedestrian detection, traffic scenes.

I. I NTRODUCTION

P

EDESTRIAN detection is an important problem in intelligent transportation with many real-world applications in
intelligent surveillance systems platforms, driver assistant systems, and autonomous vehicles [1]–[6]. Although extensively
investigated, robust pedestrian detection at a long distance with
a single low-cost camera remains unsolved.
Deep learning methods have achieved unprecedented success on visual object detection; nevertheless, they have trouble
with adapting difficult pedestrian instances without sacrificing
performance on normal instances [7]–[12]. Take traffic scenes
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for example, systems have difficulty with instances that are
occluded and/or have low-resolution objects, and with scenes
in cluttered backgrounds [7], [13].
To detect these occluded and/or low-resolution pedestrians,
it is natural to consider taking higher-resolution features in
the lower-level feature pyramid to assist detection using deep
convolutional neural network (CNN) [14], [15]. The Feature
Pyramid Network (FPN) [14], for example, introduces an
additional network branch from top to bottom to increase
the feature representation capacity at lower layers (Fig. 1a).
The Path Aggregation Network (PANet) [15] adds a path
augmentation from bottom to top on the basis of FPN to
further boost the information flow for feature representation
(Fig. 1b). These approaches improve the performance of lowresolution instances; however, instances with heavy occlusion
remain challenging.
As humans, we may not be able to recognize the hard
instances with only one glance, but need to focus on the
specific area of the image in question. Inspired by this,
we propose a feature learning framework, CircleNet, shown
in Fig. 1c, which reciprocates the feature adaptation by formatting multiple top-down and bottom-up feature fusion pathways
to enhance the feature representation for occluded and lowresolution objects. When more information pathways incorporated, we need to pay attention to the model capacity for these
additional layers due to the fact that more parameters increase
the chance of over-fitting. We propose using a weight sharing
policy for these additional layers and experimentally validate
that sharing the network parameters of the top-down/bottomup pathways across repeating steps can maintain a healthy
balance between model capacity and the generalization ability.
CircleNet is a general network architecture with FPN and
PANet as its special cases. It naturally mimics the functionality
of the cognitive phenomenon that the long-latency responses
of the neurons contain many levels of forward and backward
pipelines in the information processing of the early visual cortex [16]. CircleNet achieves feature adaptation by mimicking
the process humans looking at low resolution and occluded
objects: focusing on it again, if the object cannot be identified
clearly at the first time. More specifically, CircleNet uses
a circling structure to implement feature adaptation, which
means that pedestrians of various appearance are handled in
different circles. The circling structure is constructed by a topdown branch and a bottom-up branch, which fuses features in
a reciprocating manner and facilitates learning adaptive feature
representation.
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Fig. 1. From feature pyramid network to CircleNet. (a) Feature pyramid network (FPN) [14]. (b) Path Aggregation Network (PANet) [15]. (c) Our proposed
CircleNet is implemented as a set of feature pyramids using weight sharing path augmentation. (Lateral connection paths are illustrated in Fig. 2.)

The most relevant approach, Path Aggregation Network
(PANet) [15] adds one path augmentation from bottom to top
on the basis of FPN to boost the information flow for feature
representation. However with a single bottom-up path and
without parameter sharing, PANet is still limited in learning
adaptive features. Our CircleNet includes more cycles with
multiple information flows, where useful information can flow
on parallel circles or vertical paths in an adaptive manner,
as shown in Fig. 1c.
The other relevant work, Cascade R-CNN [17], consists of
a sequence of detectors trained with increasing IoU thresholds,
to be sequentially more selective against close false positives. Nevertheless, Cascade R-CNN requires more learnable
parameters, which take the risk of over-fitting given limited
training samples. In contrast, the proposed CircleNet shares
the network parameters across repeating steps, and thereby
maintains a healthy balance between model capacity and the
generalization ability.
To take advantage of the unique feature representation in
each cycle and boost the feature adaptation capability, we further propose using instance decomposition during the training
and test phases. This idea is motivated by the preliminary
observations that shallow layers benefit small-scale object
detection while deep cycles benefit occluded object detection.
In the instance decomposition procedure, training samples
are partitioned into sub-sets according to their resolution and
occlusion rates, and are assigned to various circles and feature
maps. As cycling goes on, Fig. 1c, we obtain adaptive feature
representations corresponding to the sample distributions of
various instance decomposition groups, and the network can
be viewed as an ensemble classifier. Each branch will focus
on detecting objects of a specific scale or occlusion ratio, and
the CircleNet shares the backbone network and operates in an
ensemble mode with a boosting strategy.
The contributions of the paper are as follows:
1. A novel feature learning architecture, referred to as
CircleNet, which fuses the features in a reciprocating manner and improves the capability and adaptability of feature
representation.
2. An instance decomposition strategy designed for
CircleNet, which makes full use of adapted and unique feature
representations at each cycle for low-resolution and occluded
pedestrian detection.
3. The demonstration of state-of-the-art performance for
occluded and/or low-resolution pedestrians on two standard
benchmarks.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Related
works are reviewed in Section II. The CircleNet architecture
is described in Section III and pedestrian detection with

CircleNet is presented in Section IV. A discussion about
CircleNet is given in Section V. Experiments are presented
in Section VI and conclusions are given in Section VII.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In the section, we first review the commonly used pedestrian detection methods. We then mainly review CNN-based
pedestrian detection approaches and analyzed recent methods
dealing with low-resolution and occluded issues.
A. Pedestrian Detection
As one of the most import object sensing tasks, pedestrian
detection has been extensively investigated during the past
decades. Various sensors including 3-D Range Sensors [18],
Near-Infrared Cameras [19], Stereo Cameras [20], CCD
Cameras [21] and a combination of them [22] have been
employed. For visual pedestrian detection, various hard-crafted
and learning-based visual features including Histogram of
Gradients (HOG) [23], [24], Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [25],
Aggregated Channel Features [26], [27], Informed Haar-like
features [28], [29], Rectangle Feature [30], and Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) [31] have been been explored.
With the visual feature presentations, SVM [32], Random
Forest [33], and cascaded models [21], [34] were used as
classifiers.
As a major branch of visual pedestrian detection method,
part-based model was widely explored by first dividing a
pedestrian object into parts and then. training part-based
models to detect pedestrians of various postures [35]–[38].
Integrated with deep learning features, part-based models have
shown great advantages to detect mult-view and multi-posture
pedestrians, but remained challenging for pedestrians objects
with low-resolution and heavy occlusion.
Another branch of pedestrian detection method rooted in
feature/classifier ensemble. With tree classifier ensemble,
Xu et al. [39] targeted at achieving not only high
detection accuracy but also high detection speed. With error
correcting output code classification of manifold sub-classes,
Ye et al. [32] can robustly detect multi-view and multiposture pedestrians. In [40], the cascade implementation
of the additive KSVM (AKSVM) was proposed for the
application of pedestrian detection. AKSVM avoided kernel
expansion by using look-up tables, and it was implemented
in cascade form, thereby speeding up pedestrian detection.
B. CNN-Based Pedestrian Detection
Early CNN-based pedestrian detection [2], [41] was primarily based on the RCNN structure [31], [42], which relies on
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high-quality object proposals to achieve pedestrian localization
and detection. More recently the Faster R-CNN [43] architecture has become popular as it integrates region proposals with
object classification for end-to-end learning. In [44] and [45],
Tiny-DSOD and AP-loss approaches were proposed to reduce
the computational resource while maintaining the accuracy for
detection. AP-Loss can also alleviate the extreme foregroundbackground class imbalance issue caused by the large number
of anchors.
By borrowing general object detection frameworks to
tackle pedestrian detection, these approaches have already
achieved unprecedented performance. Nevertheless, detecting
low-resolution and occluded pedestrians remains an open
and challenging problem, as indicated by the low performance of existing state-of-the-art approaches (the miss rate
is often higher than 20% when false positive rate per image
is 0.01 [13]).
C. Low-Resolution Pedestrian Detection
To handle low-resolution objects, a number of approaches
have explored using hierarchical features in CNNs, such as
SSD [46], MS-CNN [47], SA-FastRCNN [48], and FPN [14].
These methods leveraged fused hierarchical features to aggregate the receptive fields and representative capability from
different layers.
Semantic segmentation [10], temporal features, and depth
information [12] have also been explored to address the
problem of low-resolution. Adaptive Faster R-CNN [11] was
used to process low-resolution instances by optimizing the
scales and aspect ratios of region proposals and the resolution
of the image. A cascaded Boosted Forest (BF) was applied
on up-sampled feature maps to detect low-resolution pedestrians [9]. In [49], fine-grained information was incorporated into
features to make them more discriminative for human body
parts. In [50], topological line localization (TLL) and temporal feature aggregation were used to detect low-resolution
pedestrians.
D. Occlusion Handling
One effect of occlusion is that it significantly aggravates the appearance of pedestrian instances. To address this
issue, one simple strategy is to use a classifier ensemble or
detector [51], [52]. In [17], the Cascade R-CNN was proposed
to address these problems. It consists of a sequence of detectors trained with increasing the Intersection over Union (IoU)
thresholds, to sequentially select difficult instances.
Another effect of occlusion is that it causes the loss of certain pedestrian parts and significantly increases the difficulty
of spatial localization. To address the problem, a pedestrian
object was decomposed into parts, which can be used to
model the partial occlusion of objects and the attention of
classifiers and features. Tian et al. [52] proposed the DeepPart
model where each part detector is a strong detector that can
detect pedestrian by observing only a part of a proposal.
In [7] a repulsion loss (RepLoss) approach was designed to
enforce spatial localization in crowd scenes. With RepLoss,
each proposal is forced to be close to its designated target,
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and keep it away from other ground-truth objects. In [13],
the Faster R-CNN with attention guidance (FasterRCNN-ATT)
was proposed to detect occluded instances. Assuming that each
occlusion pattern can be formulated as a combination of body
parts, a part attention mechanism was used to represent various
occlusion patterns in one single model.
Existing approaches have included effective strategies to
process low-resolution and occluded instances, but often
require empirically defined strategies. Some of them achieve
higher performance on difficult instances but get lower performance on normal instances. In this paper we propose to
mimic the human cognition processes to handle these difficult instances without sacrificing the performance on normal
instances. The proposed CircleNet leverages a recurrent structure with parameter sharing to realize feature adaptation. The
top-down and bottom-up branches in multiple circles facilitate
fusing features in a cognitively plausible way. In contrast,
PANet [15] adds only one bottom-up path and do not use
parameter sharing.
E. Hard Instance Handling
OHEM [53] is a widely used to handle the hard instances.
It mines hard examples according to the training loss of
instances and makes the learned models more discriminative.
Our instance decomposition strategy is different from OHEM.
It is based on the heuristics that the normal instances and hard
instances have different feature representations. An instance
decomposition strategy is used with the deep circles paying
more attention to hard examples while the shallow circles
paying more attention to normal instances. In contrast, OHEM
uses the same features for all hard and normal instances.
With larger receptive fields, deep circles are easy to
detect occluded pedestrians than shallow ones. Existing
works [54]–[56] have explored context information for object
detection, and find that appropriate context is helpful for
detecting objects with occlusion. We take advantage of more
context information to learn features that are adaptive to
hard pedestrian examples. Considering the property of context
information and the circling architecture, we argue that the
proposed instance decomposition strategy is effective in the
CircleNet structure.
III. C IRCLE N ET
In this section, we first introduce the architecture of
CircleNet. We then describe the reciprocating feature adaptation and instance decomposition performed with CircleNet.
A. Architecture
CircleNet is made up of a backbone network and a circling
architecture (Fig. 2). The top-down branches enforce semantics
by up-sampling and concatenating deep-layer features. The
bottom-up branches enlarge the receptive field and incorporate context information by down-sampling and concatenating
features from shallow layers. The top-down and bottom-up
branches construct a circling network that fuses features in a
reciprocating manner. The backbone network is a commonly
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and the top-down layer on+1 , or features from the bottom-up
layer ent and on+1 , as
t
ont = Fn (ent , on+1
, wne )
t
,
= wne11 ∗ (wne33 ∗ ent )+ ↑ on+1

(2)

where wne = {wne11 , wne33 } are 1 × 1 and 3 × 3 convolutional
filters to fuse features and generate ont . ↑ denotes the upsampling operation.
t
Similarly, the features of the (n+1)t h bottom-up layer, en+1
,
are generated by fusing the features from the bottom-up layer
t −1
and its previous bottom-up layer ent , as
on+1
Fig. 2. CircleNet architecture. CircleNet is made up of a backbone network
and top-down and bottom-up branches. The top-down branches enforce
semantics by up-sampling and concatenating deep-layer features. The bottomup branches enlarge the receptive field and incorporate context information
by down-sampling and concatenating features from shallow layers. The topdown and bottom-up branches construct a circling network that fuses features
in a reciprocating manner.

used fully convolutional network, which computes a feature
map hierarchy consisting several scales with a scaling factor
of 2.
For the top-down (odd) pathway, let on , n = 1, . . . , N,
denote the n t h feature map, and on+1 and en denote the input
and the side-output, respectively. en stores the information
from the current layer and on+1 brings more high level
information from the deep layers. Similarly, for the bottom-up
(even) pathway, let en+1 denote the (n + 1)t h feature map, and
en and on+1 denote the input and the side-output, respectively.
on+1 stores the information from the current layer and en is
used to generate new features. Cascading the multiple topdown and bottom-up pathways together is implemented as a
cascaded feature pyramid network.
To upgrade the cascading architecture to a circling one,
we share weights for all top-down pathways and for all
bottom-up pathways from different circles, as shown in
Fig. 1c. In this way, we keep a minimal number of learnable
parameters and learn features that are adaptive to different
instances. This means we only need to learn weights for an
odd branch and an even pathway {we , wo }. By weight sharing,
we update the cascading architecture to a circling architecture,
which learns different features in each circle t as:
xt = F(xt −1 , we , wo ),

(1)

where xt = {ont , ent }, we = {wne }, and wo = {wno }, n =
1, . . . , N, t = 1, . . . , T . n is the index of the feature maps
and t is the index of circles (see Section III-B for details).
F(·) denotes the feature extraction function.
B. Reciprocating Feature Adaptation
The circling architecture implements feature fusion and
adaptation in a reciprocating manner by concatenating multiple
top-down and bottom-up pathways. Each pathway uses lateral
connections to fuse features which come from the backbone
network or a pathway. The top-down pathway follows the
implementation of FPN [14]. In the feed-forward procedure of
any circle, the feature of the n t h top-down layer at t t h circle,
ont , is generated by fusing the features from the backbone CNN

t −1
t
o
en+1
= Fn (ent , on+1
, wn+1
)

o11
o33
t −1
∗ (wn+1
∗ on+1
)+ ↓ ent ,
= wn+1

wno

{wno11 ,

(3)

wno33 }

where
=
are 1 × 1 and 3 × 3 convolutional
filters to fuse features and generate en+1 . ↓ denotes the downsampling operation.
The up-sampling operation is implemented by the nearest
neighbor interpolation [57]. Nearest-neighbor interpolation
(also known as proximal interpolation or, in some contexts,
point sampling) is a simple method of multivariate interpolation in one or more dimensions. The nearest neighbor
interpolation selects the value of the nearest point which
does not consider the values of neighboring points, yielding a
piecewise-constant interpolant. The down-sampling operation
is implemented by a strided convolution.
In the feed-forward procedure, the top-down pathways hallucinate higher resolution features by up-sampling spatially
coarser but semantically stronger feature maps from higher
pyramid levels. These features are then enhanced with features
from either the backbone network or the bottom-up pathway,
via lateral connections. Each lateral connection merges feature
maps of the same spatial size from the bottom-up pathway
and the top-down pathway. The top-down pathways further
fuse features by reducing their resolution but enforcing their
semantics. Reducing the resolution of feature maps can enlarge
the receptive field and collect context information, which is
crucial to detect low-resolution and occluded instances.
By using multiple top-down and bottom-up pathways as
shown in Eqs. 2 and 3, the CircleNet implements reciprocating
feature fusion that provides a higher probability of producing
features with both strong semantics and context information.
C. Instance Decomposition
With reciprocating feature fusion, the circling architecture
has the potential to learn features that are adaptive to pedestrian instances of various appearance. This motivates us to
empirically decompose the instances into different feature
maps on the circles, so that normal and hard instances are
handled with proper features. In experiments, we observed that
deep circles pay more attention to samples with occlusion,
while for samples with no occlusion the detectors perform
well in the shallow circles. Thereby, an instance decomposition
strategy is proposed so that difficult instances are decomposed
into deep circles according to the training loss or the occlusion
ratio. Low-resolution instances are decomposed into shallow
feature maps.
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Fig. 3. An illustration of instance decomposition during the training phase.
(Best viewed in color and zoomed in.)

Empirically, we use circle-based and layer-based instance
decomposition and partition the training set D into N × T
sub-sets, where N and T are the number of feature maps and
circles, as shown in Fig. 3.
Along the circles, D is decomposed into sub-sets with some
instance overlapping, as given by
(t +1)

= ∅,
(4)
D =∪D ,D ∩D
t
 t
where D t =
Dn . D t is a sub-set of easy instances, while
t

t

n

D (t +1) is a larger sub-set which includes additional instances
that are harder than D t . The harder instances are identified by
their occlusion rates or training loss.
Along the feature maps in each circle, D t is decomposed
into sub-sets without instance overlap, as
t
= ∅,
D t = ∪ Dnt , Dnt ∩ Dn+1
n

(5)

t
where Dn+1
is a sub-set of instances whose resolutions are
higher than Dnt . We assign high resolution instances to deep
layers and low resolution instances to shallow layers.

IV. P EDESTRIAN D ETECTION W ITH C IRCLE N ET
Using the CircleNet as a backbone network, we implemented pedestrian detection by using the region proposal
network (RPN) to generate object proposals at each feature
layer. The CircleNet is optimized using stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) in an end-to-end manner.
A. Implementation
CircleNet contains a backbone CNN for basic feature
extraction and a circling module for feature adaptation. The
basic feature maps for ResNets [58] are the outputs of last
residual blocks for conv2, conv3, conv4, and conv5. These
basic feature maps are fed to the circling module to generate
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adapted feature maps {ont , ent }, n = 1, . . . , 4, t = 1, . . . , T ,
which are used for region proposal generation, object classification, and bounding box regression.
An RPN is a sliding-window class-agnostic object detector
for generating region proposals, and a predictor classifies
each proposal and refines the proposal for object localization.
We use the RPN and the predictor on each circle and note that
the parameters of the RPNs and the predictor heads are shared
across all circles. The procedure of detection involves several
steps. First the input images go through the backbone CNN
and the circling module, and the RPNs are used to generate
proposals. Second the features of each proposal are generated by cropping from the adapted features, e.g., {ont }. More
specifically, the proposal features are extracted from the n t h
layer of feature pyramid according to the proposal’ size in the
current circle (T = t), where n = k0 + log2 (ar ea/224) × θ ,
θ is a hyper-parameter relevant to the dataset. “area” denotes
the area of the proposal. In experiment, we set k0 = 4 and
θ = log2 (2), which means that the features of the small
proposals are extracted from high-resolution pyramid layers
while the features of the large proposals are extracted from
low-resolution pyramid layers. Third, a Region-of-Interest
(RoI) pooling layer produces the same length of feature for
each proposal. Finally, these features are fed to the predictors
to determine the detection.
B. Learning
We train the network by optimizing both the classification
and regression tasks for the RPNs and the predictors. The
softmax loss function is used for classification, and the smooth
L1 [59] loss function is used for regression. The layers
on a top-down pathway focus on aggregating the semantic
information from deep layers. We therefore add a pseudo
segmentation loss1 on the top-down pathways. By introducing
a segmentation layer which drives the features to focus on
pedestrian regions and to suppress the negative samples from
cluttered backgrounds. The loss function, defined as


Lt =
( (Lr pn_cls tn + Lr pn_reg tn
L=
t

t

n

+ Lcls tn + Lreg tn ) + Lseg t ),

(6)

is applied to each RPN, predictor and segmentation layer. The
softmax loss Lr pn_cls and Lcls optimize the classes for anchors
and proposals. The regression loss Lr pn_reg optimizes the
relative displacement between anchors and ground truth, and
Lreg optimizes the relative displacement between proposals
and ground truth. The forward and backward propagation
procedures are shown in Fig. 4, which shows that the feature/gradient can be directly propagated along circles.
V. U NDERSTANDING C IRCLE N ET
From the perspective of learning, CircleNet implements
a special kind of classifier ensemble. For multiple feature
layers on the circles, we have multiple classifiers, each of
1 A pseudo-mask is generated for each image by setting the pixels in the
pedestrian bounding boxes to 1 and in the background to 0.
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Fig. 4. On each of the feature layer of the top-down pathway, an RPN
and a predictor is implemented for pedestrian detection. During the learning
procedure, forward connections (solid lines with arrows) along the CircleNet
are for feature extraction and object score prediction. Backward connections
(dashed lines with arrows) are for gradient propagation.

which is responsible for a sub-set of instances. In the deep
learning framework, the hard instances have large training loss,
which means that they have large weight during the learning
procedure. This is actually a boosting-like learning strategy.
In the training phrase, the pedestrian instances of different
appearance, e.g., resolution and occlusion rates, are processed
with multiple base classifiers. In the test phase, the maximum
classification scores are used to determine final detections.
By sharing the backbone based in a feature reciprocating
procedure, we can actually boost the base classifiers learned
on different sub-sets. As a result, the feature (base classifier)
achieved on difficult samples can also be adapted to normal
samples. This not only benefits pedestrian detection but also
leads to a new ensemble method in the deep learning framework.
VI. E XPERIMENTS
In this section, the experimental protocols are introduced
and the effects of the CircleNet are analyzed. The performance
of pedestrian detection with CircleNet and comparisons with
other state-of-the-art detectors are presented. Ablation experiments are carried out to validate the effectiveness of CircleNet
backbone for pedestrian detection in challenging traffic scenes.
A. Experimental Protocols
1) Datasets: Two of the most popular datasets for pedestrian detection, Caltech [60] and CityPersons [11], are used
to evaluate CircleNet. The Caltech dataset contains approximately 10 hours of street-view video taken with a camera
mounted on a vehicle. The most challenging aspect of the
dataset is the large number of low-resolution pedestrians.
We sample 42,782 images from set00 to set05 for training
and 4,024 images from set06-set10 for testing.
The CityPersons dataset is built on the semantic segmentation dataset Cityscapes [61]. This dataset contains
5,000 images (2,975 for training, 500 for validation, and
1,525 for testing) captured from 18 cities in Germany at
three different seasons and various weather conditions. The
scene in CityPersons dataset is much more “crowded” than
Caltech dataset, and the challenging aspects of the pedestrian
objects include complex backgrounds, low resolution, and
heavy occlusion.

2) Evaluation Metrics: The experiments are conducted
on instances across different occlusion levels, including:
(1) Reasonable: visibility ∈ [0.65, ∞] & Height≥50 (pixels);
(2) None: visibility ∈ [1.0, ∞]; (3) Partial: visibility ∈
[0.65, 1.0); (4) Heavy: visibility ∈ [0.2, 0.65); and normal
and low-resolution instances, as: (1) Height≥50 (pixels);
(2) Height≥20 (pixels).
In most previous pedestrian detection works, the miss
rate (MR) over false positive per image (FPPI) is commonly
used as the evaluation protocol [11], [60]. This is preferred
to precision recall curves for certain tasks, e.g., automotive
applications, as typically there is an upper limit on the acceptable false positives per image rate independent of pedestrian
density. Such a protocol produces miss rates against FPPI
by varying the threshold on detection scores. To emphasize
the importance of missing detections, a log-average miss
rate is used to summarize pedestrian detector performance,
by averaging miss rates at nine FPPI rates in the range of
[10−1 , 100 ].
A detected box is classified as a true positive, if its classification score is larger than a threshold when the box is matched
with a ground-truth box, i.e., their IoU exceeds 50 percent.
Each bounding box and ground truth can be matched at most
once. Detections with the highest confidence are matched
first; if a detected bounding box matches multiple groundtruth bounding boxes, the match with the highest overlap is
used. Unmatched detected bounding boxes are classified as
false positives.
3) Implementation Details: FPN [14] with the
ResNet50 backbone [58] is used as the baseline detector.
For a fair comparison with other state-of-the-art methods,
we up-sample the image resolution to 900 × 1200, fine-tune
the network trained on CityPersons. On the CityPersons,
we follow the settings in [62] and up-sample the images
with a 1.3× ratio and fine-tune the network pre-trained on
ImageNet.2

B. Ablation Studies
1) Circling Architecture: We define the information through
a bottom-up pathway and a top-down pathway as one circle,
and use the FPN, which has no circling architecture, as a baseline model. The half-circling architecture (CircleNet-1/2) that
has an additional bottom-up pathway to FPN is a PANet [15].
The CircleNets with one, two, and three circles are labeled as
CircleNet-1 (T = 1), CircleNet-2 (T = 2), and CircleNet-3
(T = 3), respectively.
In Table I, it can be seen that CircleNet-1 outperforms
FPN and CircleNet-1/2, while CircleNet-2 outperforms
CircleNet-1. CircleNet-3 has slightly lower performance
than CircleNet-2 on the “All” (height≥50) and (height≥20)
sub-set. The reason could be that by increasing the number
of circles, the training difficulty increases. Considering that
CircleNet-3 can provide sufficient feature layers to represent
2 Some recent works fine-tune the network pre-trained on Citypersons to
detection pedestrians on Caltech. This can aggregates the performance at the
cost of training complexity.
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TABLE I
D ETECTION P ERFORMANCE OF FPN AND C IRCLE N ET ON THE C ALTECH T EST S ET. MR−2 I S U SED
TO C OMPARE THE P ERFORMANCE . L OWER S CORE I NDICATES B ETTER P ERFORMANCE

TABLE II
C OMPARISON OF THE D ETECTION S PEEDS ON C ALTECH D ATASET

pedestrians of various normal and hard instances, we do not
test more circles in following experiments.
Table I shows that the CircleNets outperform the baseline
FPN and PANet (CircleNet-1/2) by significant margins.
On the “All” and “Reasonable” sub-set (height≥50),
CircleNet-2 outperforms FPN by 3.09% (28.12% vs. 31.21%)
and 1.16% (14.63% vs. 15.79%). On the “None” and “Partial”
(Height≥50) occlusion sub-set, CircleNet-2 outperforms FPN
by 1.14% (11.58% vs. 12.72%) and 0.91% (36.49% vs.
37.40%), respectively. On the “Heavy” occlusion sub-set
(height≥50), CircleNet outperforms FPN by 7.84% (75.08%
vs. 82.96%). On “All” sub-set (Height≥20), CircleNet-2
noticeably outperforms FPN by 2.60% (57.25% vs. 59.85%).
CircleNet-2 outperforms PANet (CircleNet-1/2) by 1.9%
(28.12% vs. 30.02%) on the “All” subset of Caltech dataset.
For a fair comparison, the compared PANet does not use
adaptive feature pooling. When training the networks with
occluded instances as shown in the last two rows of Table I,
CircleNet still outperforms the baseline approach, particularly
for low-resolution instances.
The proposed CircleNet also boosts the performance of the
region proposal network (RPN) under two commonly used
metrics. As shown in Fig. 7, the first metric evaluates the
recall rate under different IoU thresholds. The second metric
evaluates the variation of recall rate under different numbers
of region proposals. CircleNet outperforms the baseline FPN
by significant margins in terms of both metrics.
As is known, down-stream features bring not only the
semantic information but also noise. To alleviate the noise,
we do not use the down-steam feature directly. Instead, we use
a convolution layer to encode the fused features from top-down
and bottom-up pathways to filter the noises from down-stream
features.
In Table II, we compare the inference speeds of the FPN
and CircleNet. FPN takes 51ms to process an image while
CircleNet-1, CircleNet-2 and CircleNet-3 take 61ms, 74ms,
and 87ms, respectively. Circle-Net can significantly improve
the detection accuracy with moderate computational cost

Fig. 5.
Visualization of feature adaptation. The first column shows the
original image. A cropped patch with a pedestrian is presented in the second
column. The visualization of the feature map that from Circle-1 can be seen
in the third column and the fourth column shows the Circle-2. (Best view in
color.)

overhead. With a Telsla 1080TI GPU, the best CircleNet-2
runs at 13.5 FPS, which can feed the requirement of many
real-world applications.
2) Feature Adaptation: Feature adaptation is implemented
in a reciprocating manner by concatenating multiple top-down
and bottom-up pathways. Fig. 5 presents the visualization of
the features from different circles (Circle-1 and Circle-2) in
CircleNet-2.
In Fig. 5a, a pedestrian is almost ignored by the first
circle (Circle-1) as the occlusion. With feature adaptation,
the second circle (Circle-2) learns representative features of the
pedestrian. Fig. 5b shows two circles learn different features
that are adaptive to different occlusion patterns. In Fig. 5c the
learned features of the first circle activate some background
areas, while those of the second circle activate the pedestrian
boundary.
Fig. 6 further shows the effect of feature adaption contributed by CircleNet. In the bottom layer, Circle-2 better activates pedestrian regions than Circle-1, while in the top layer,
Circle-1 performs better on pedestrians with no occlusion. For
pedestrians with heavy occlusion, Circle-2 is able to activate
more details. The feature layer with the best activation regions
(red dotted ellipses) corresponds to the detection results.
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Visualization of feature adaptation across circles. (Best view in color.)

Fig. 7. Evaluation of the effect of CircleNet for region proposal network
(RPN). (a) Recall rates under different IoU thresholds. (b) Recall rates under
different numbers of region proposals.

Fig. 8 shows the classification and regression loss of
Circle-1 and Circle-2 on the predictors. We can see that the
loss of Circle-2 is larger than that of Circle-1. The reason
lies in that during the feature adaptation procedure, Circle-2
focuses on learning the features for harder instances and the
features of Circle-2 inherit the Circle-1, as analyzed below.
3) Instance Decomposition: We study the effect of different instance decomposition strategies on the circles. “None”
means that Circle-1 and Circle-2 are trained with all instances.
“By loss” means the instances are decomposed according to
the loss, which requires Circle-2 to learn the hard instances
with larger loss in the training batch. The RoIs of larger training loss in Circle-2 are defined as hard instances. We normalize
the loss of instances in a training batch and scale them to a
specific range. The final weights are obtained by adding them
l−lmin
× (1 − α) + α, where
to a basic value as w = lmax−lmin
l means the loss of the training batch, and we empirically
set α = 0.7. This strategy improves the performance on
high-resolution sub-set (Height ≥ 50) by 0.49% (22.37% vs.
22.86%), while maintaining the performance on the sub-set
(Height ≥20) (Table III).
Pedestrians with an occlusion ratio between 65% and 80%
are defined as hard instances. “All-to-hard” means all samples
are used in Circle-1, and “hard” samples are learned in
Circle-2. “Easy-to-hard” means easy samples are decomposed
in the first circle, and “Easy+hard” samples are decomposed
to the second one. As shown in Table III, “Easy-to-hard” is
the best instance decomposition strategy, which reduces the
error rate MR−2 by 1.85% (52.69% vs. 54.54%) on the “All”
(Height≥20) sub-set.

Fig. 8.

Loss comparison of Circle-1 and Circle-2. (Best view in color.)

Fig. 9. Detection result statistics. Circle-1 and Circle-2 detect a comparable
number of objects with occlusion ratio “None” and “Partial”, but Circle-2
detects significantly more “Heavy” occlusion objects.

Fig. 10. The t-SNE [63], [64] visualization of different feature embedding.
(a) Instances from different circles. (b) Instances with different resolution.
(Best view in color.)

In the test phase, we randomly select 2792 pedestrian
samples from the test dataset, and plot the detection result statistics according to occlusion ratio (None, Partial and Heavy)
in Fig. 9. It can be seen that both Circle-1 and Circle-2 have
detected a comparable number of objects with occlusion ratio
“None” and “Partial”, but Circle-2 has detected significantly
more “Heavy” occlusion objects.
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TABLE III
D ETECTION P ERFORMANCE OF C IRCLE N ET W ITH I NSTANCE D ECOMPOSITION AND M ULTIPLE S UPERVISIONS ON THE C ALTECH T EST S ET

TABLE IV
C OMPARISON OF C IRCLE N ET W ITH O THER S TATE - OF - THE -A RT M ETHODS ON THE C ALTECH T EST S ET

Fig. 11. With multiple supervisions, the feature representation for the positive
examples are enforced while that for the negative examples are depressed.
(Best viewed in color.)

We further visualize the feature embedding of these pedestrian samples using t-SNE [63], [64], Fig. 10. It can be seen
that the samples from Circle-1 and Circle-2 form clusters,
which correspond to pedestrian instances of different appearances in Fig. 10a. This figure shows the feature differences
between adapted circles. Fig. 10b shows the clusters of samples in terms of resolution. CircleNet, as a classifier ensemble,
can process these clusters well.
4) Multiple Supervision: With object detection loss
and pseudo-segmentation loss, we target at activating
features on the object border while further explore the
feature adaptability of CircleNet. Fig. 11a illustrates that
when training, the activation mask3 gradually fills the
bounding boxes. As a pixel-wise classification task, semantic
segmentation with pseudo-mask supervision helps suppressing
the negative samples from cluttered backgrounds, Fig. 11b.
C. Performance and Comparison
In Table IV, we compare the performance of CircleNet
with state-of-the-art approaches on Caltech. MS-CNN [47],
3 The activation mask is obtained by a segmentation layer (3 × 3 and 1 × 1
convolutional operations) and a sigmoid function.

Fig. 12.
Qualitative detection results of cropped image patches at
FPPI=0.1 on the Caltech test set. The green solid boxes indicate ground truth;
the red boxes denote detection results. (Best viewed in color.)

RPN+BF [9], AdaptFaster-RCNN [11], and SDS-RCNN [10]
achieve top results on the “Reasonable” sub-set, but do not
perform well on heavily occluded instance or low-resolution
instances. CircleNet beats all compared approaches on lowresolution and occluded cases, while reporting acceptable
performance on “Reasonable” sub-set.
As shown in Table IV, CircleNet outperforms the stateof-the-art methods on the Caltech test set. It outperforms
FastRCNN-ATT by 2.02% (20.27% vs. 22.29%) on the
“Partial” sub-set (Height ≥ 50) and 8% (46.42% vs. 54.51%)
on the “all” sub-set (Height ≥ 20). CircleNet also outperforms
FastRCNN-ATT on the “Partial” and “Heavy” occlusion
sub-set with significant margins.
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Fig. 13.

Performance comparison on the Caltech dataset. Lower curves indicate better performance.

Fig. 14. Detection examples from the Caltech dataset. Red bounding boxes
are predicted pedestrians with threshold 0.7.
TABLE V
C OMPARISON OF C IRCLE N ET W ITH O THER S TATE - OF - THE -A RT
M ETHODS ON THE C ITY P ERSONS VALIDATION S ET. (*D ENOTES
THE E XPERIMENTAL P ROTOCOLS U SED IN [7], [62])

Fig. 15. Detection examples from the CityPersons dataset. Red bounding
boxes are predicted pedestrians with threshold 0.7. (Best viewed in color and
with zoom.)

Fig. 12 shows qualitative results which indicates that
CircleNet produces robust detections, which are well aligned
with the ground-truth on various occlusion patterns. In contrast, the other two detectors (FasterRCNN+ATT [13] and
MS-CNN [47]) missed some of the objects. In Fig. 13, the miss
rate and FPPI curves show that the proposed CircleNet outperforms state-of-the-art approaches with significant margins.

In Table V, we compare CircleNet with state-of-theart detectors on the CityPersons validation set, using the
performance reported by the authors [7], [62]. It can be seen
that CircleNet consistently outperforms the state-of-the-art
OR-CNN and FasterRCNN+ATT on this validation set.
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In Fig. 14 and Fig. 15, the results show that CircleNet can
effectively detect pedestrians of low-resolution, occlusion,
and clutter backgrounds.
VII. C ONCLUSION
Pedestrian detection in the wild remains a challenging problem for the “hard” instances with heavy occlusion and/or low
resolution. In this paper, we developed a new feature learning
model, referred to as CircleNet, which reciprocates the feature
adaptation by formatting deep-to-shallow and shallow-to-deep
feature fusion pathways. These cycling loops not only improve
the representative capability and adaptability of convolutional
features for objects of various appearance, but also naturally
mimic the process which we humans attempt to detect and
recognize small and highly occluded objects. We also propose
hard instance decomposition strategies to assign instances
along feature layers and circles to fully utilize the feature
adaptation capability introduced by the circling architecture.
Significant performance improvement over the baseline FPN
approach demonstrates that CircleNet is simple yet effective.
Its shows great potential for single-camera based pedestrian
detection systems and provides fresh insight to occluded and
low-resolution object detection problems.
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